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Coming September 13th & 14th, 2014

Big Brutus Bash
HamOut
Plus the
Flight of the 4sqrp SkyHooks
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Big Brutus put the oooohs and aaahs in the backyard of the Heartlands!!!
Miles before you reach this retired giant — you can see it on the horizon south
of West Mineral, Kansas. Standing beside it makes one aware of how fragile
he or she is.
The statistics give the hard cold picture —
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bucyrus Erie model 1850B
largest electric shovel in the world
16 stories tall (160 feet)
weight 11 million pounds
boom 150 feet long
dipper capacity 90 cu. yds (by heaping, 150 tons
— enough to fill three railroad cars.)
maximum speed .22 MPH
cost $6.5 million (in 1962)

ADMISSION:
Adults
$8.00
Sr. Citizens
$7.50
Child (6-12)
$5.00
Child (5 & under) FREE
Group Rates Available
RV Parking Available - $15.00/day
For further information contact:
Big Brutus by calling
620-827-6177
Open all year.
Hours vary with Season.
Closed Thanksgiving & Christmas Day
Note: Several 4SQRP’ers are going to be arriving the Friday afternoon
before, so if you have the time, please join in the fun! Contact the Big
Brutus office for RV parking reservations. Most of us will be self
contained for radios, food, water, etc. However, Pittsburg, KS is about
30 minutes drive from the site and there are hotels, food, and
shopping.
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The “Temporary” Antenna
By: Wayne – KCØPMH
Let me begin this piece by throwing out the caveat that goes something like this: “any antenna is
better than no antenna at all”, would you not agree? From the soundings on the 4SQRP reflector
many folks have had good experiences with “marginal” antennas. Will an “inside” antenna always
be a “marginal” antenna? I always thought so. I have used “temporary” antennas a time or two and
frankly never liked or trusted them but when circumstances dictate…
My latest journey with a temporary antenna was forced on me by circumstances and began in
January this year (2014) when ice and wind brought down my big doublet located at the far west
limit of our property here in SE Kansas. You know the old adage that states, “if the antenna
survives the winter it isn’t big enough”? Well evidently, the antenna was big enough because one
overcast and cold Saturday morning in January while trying to tune the beast up I noticed that the
VSWR was all “screwy”. I went to investigate, assuming that the feed-line had once again been
“critterized”. Nope, there lying before me on the ground was the top 10 feet of the mast along with
the 176 ft doublet. Well, the weather being what it was there was no way it was going to be
repaired in a hurry so what were the alternatives? I was going to have to come up with some form
of “temporary” antenna, and where could I string up such a beast?
The only ones I had “ready to go” were a ½ Size G5RV which I had planned to try while I was out
/P, it already had a reasonable length of Co-ax feeder connected to the bottom end of the 300Ω
matching section so it was more or less ready. I also had a ready cut and measured W3EDP with
it’s peculiar length counterpoise (which are not really counterpoise) wires. I have a healthy
mistrust of end fed single wire antennas fed right at the shack operating position plus, I needed a
“real” balanced ASTU for the W3EDP, so the obvious choice was the ½ size G5RV. It would go
up quickly and be reasonably predictable. After casting around for the best place to string up the
antenna the roof-space presented itself as ideal, the antenna being 51 ft overall and the house being
50 ft overall I would only have to turn down 6 inches or so each end. As my house is orientated
North-South, just the same orientation as the
“Big-un” outside that had succumbed to the
weather I was hoping for a similar coverage
come Net-Nite. Good enough. It also looked
like there would be sufficient Co-ax to get
from the attic to the operating position in the
North bedroom without having to resort to
“extending” the feed-line.
The center insulator has a molded-in loop for
securing a halyard thereby facilitating raising the antenna to its final position from ground level
(Fig. 1). Obviously, I did not need the halyard so instead a 1-inch diameter eyebolt (actually an
eye-screw, it being screwed into a rafter) was mounted at the center of the roof apex and the center
insulator zip-tied to it. With each leg strung out along the apex sure enough about the last 6 inches
turned down the rafter at each end. The matching section (the 300Ω twin-lead portion of the
antenna) hung vertically down for about 8 feet, the rest (about 7 feet) was laid out at right angles to
the antenna. There was indeed sufficient co-ax to get to the shack so the rest of the work would be
down in the warm.
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I threaded the feeder down through the stud wall and
through the antenna outlet plate (previously unscrewed
from the box in the wall and drilled for the Co-ax), and
out to the real world (Fig. 2). That’s it, installation done.
Now I had yet another dilemma, to terminate the co-ax
with either a BNC or a PL259 connector? I decided on the
BNC because it would couple directly to the Tee atop my
PSKMeter, (Fig. 3) the other side or the Tee mounting
directly (via an adaptor) to the antenna switch. From the
switch it was a short PL259 to PL259 to the manual
ASTU and then to the back of my FT920.
Would the FT920’s built-in auto tuner tune the half Size
G5RV? 40 meters was a must, especially 7.122 where the
4SQRP Wednesday evening 40m net is convened. A quick listen on the frequency to make sure I
wasn’t going to interfere with a QSO already in progress, a tap of the auto atu button to get it to
come on-line and then a prolonged push to force it into a tuning cycle…
The FT920 was already in CW mode and the power output adjusted to below 5 watts. Yep, it
resonated. With an indicated VSWR about 1.1:1, I’m good on the net frequency, but what about
20, 15 and 10? They all tuned to an acceptable VSWR with the internal auto tuner except on the
lower (CW) end 40, it just would not play nice. The
VSWR at 7.05 just would not come down enough for my
liking. No worries I just switch the manual tuner in line,
via the ASTU “Bypass” switch, the manual tuner being is
already set up for 7.05, flick off the FT920’s internal
ASTU, and I’m good to go on the low end of ’40 (SKCC
ops. Watch out!)
Now, it’s one thing for the antenna to “tune” or resonate,
it’s quite another to see how well it performs on real
QSO’s. I’ve heard most of the horror stories about how
indoor antennas are a gazillion S points down on the
crappiest piece of wire strung outside but I really had no
choice, either use what I had managed to string up or stay
off the air. 80m is another tale and I’m working on that. Maybe it will be that the W3EDP,
positioned differently, will “go” on 80, we’ll see.
Other duties called until net time on the Wednesday evening and it was with some trepidation that
I started the usual CQ call, at 3 ish watts (2.7 according to the QRPOmeter) on 7.122. The auto
tuner performed flawlessly and after sending “CQ 4SQRP de KC0PMH QNI K?” I settled back to
see if anyone could hear me. I got a response, Terry, WA0ITP, and then several more as the net
progressed, all of which I managed to work. That was good enough for me, the beast was working
and it seemed as though it was working reasonably well.
With the arrival of the autumn, soon at the time of this writing, I have plans to re-erect the “Bigun” out back along with a 6m beam/rotator and a VHF vertical assembly but as far as the ½ Size
G5RV is concerned, it is a keeper. Like the man said “if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it”.
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When I call the net on a Wednesday evening the power is around 3 watts (2.7 according to my
QRPOmeter) and I leave it there. All respondents to the net pass me a more than acceptable RST.
The antenna has permitted me to work into Oregon, New York, New Jersey, Florida, North
Carolina and California to mention but a few. On 20m the other evening I darn near worked a
VK4, we just couldn’t make it work although John still managed to copy some of my signal and I
some of his but not enough to call it good. Never mind, it’s still not too shabby for 2.7 watts into a
“temporary” antenna!
Are there problem bands? Yeah, the WARC bands, i.e. 30m, 17m and 12m would not tune well
(although 30 gets close to acceptable), no surprise there but I have the manual ASTU if I want
30,17 or12. One surprise, the antenna does “go” on 6m with the internal auto tuner. Like I said, it
may resonate the antenna but how well will it radiate? I’ll give 6m a try one of these days, if I can
catch an opening.
You don’t you believe that this combo works? Then if you are passing by my corner of SE Kansas
and would like to work the station to prove to yourself that 3 ish watts (2.7 watts measured) works
well into an indoor-mounted ½ Size G5RV then stop by, you will be very welcome to come and
play. The other caveat is that you must be more aware of band conditions to ensure you are giving
this compromise antenna and location the best possible chance of success, but you’re a QRPer so
you already knew that, right?
Until then I look forward to seeing (hearing) you on the 40m nets on a Wednesday evening.
72/3 es God Bless de Wayne – KC0PMH.
P.S. In late march this year (2014) I treated myself to an Elecraft KX3. Fully loaded with internal
tuner, roofing filter and battery charger/clock modules and I have to say that radio is phenomenal,
truly phenomenal. What’s more the internal tuner will tune the ½ Size G5RV on 30,17 and 12m as
well as the “old” bands. Let me tell you – Elecraft radios rock! There is a way to get the antenna
to “go” on 80m, by tying the conductor and shield of the co-ax feeder together at the antenna tuner
and tuning up as a single wire. I have not tried this yet and do not envisage much success with the
½ size G5RV treated this way on 80m. If you have and have had any success with this
configuration please drop me a line and let me know.
Appendix
FYI here’s the construction details of the ½ Size G5RV:
Each leg is 25.5 ft, built from insulated 22 AWG 19 strand conductor, the insulation is Teflon
based. The “matching section” is 14.3 ft of Radio Shack 300Ω TV Twin-lead with the co-ax feeder
joined directly (no adaptors, direct solder connection and insulated with heat shrink sleeving)
The dimensions may be found on the internet by plugging “G5RV” into whichever search engine
you use, here’s one to get you started: http://www.hamuniverse.com/g5rv.html
Here are some details of the equipment mentioned in the text with the appropriate links:
The QRPometer, produced in kit form by the 4SQRP group (http://www.4sqrp.com/index.php) and
makes a superb addition to any shack. Measuring both VSWR and Power (limit the power to 10
watts) it provides an accurate and easy to read instrument, a “must have” in any QRPers shack.
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Yes, I operate on PSK 31 from time to time and the PSK Meter is another very useful tool in the
amateur’s box ‘o’ tricks to ensure a clean radiated signal. The PSK Meter is available as a kit from:
http://www.ssiserver.com/info/pskmeter/ . It may be configured for either QRP (up to 10 watts) or
QRO (up to 100W) by moving an internal jumper. The software to drive it is also available – Free
– from the same source. Also worthy of note is alternative PSK Meter software from the folks at
FLDigi, here: http://www.w1hkj.com/index.htm and scroll down to either Pskscope for Windows
XP or Pskscope for Linux, whichever flavor suits you. PSK Meter works by sampling the output
(RF) waveform via an analogue to digital converter (placed in the feeder, see Fig. 3 above) and
then enabling software control the computer’s sound card so that the best possible signal is
transmitted. It also works with outboard sound cards (I use the Tigertronics SLUSB,
http://www.tigertronics.com/ ) by putting the PSKMeter software in to “manual” and adjusting the
SLUSB front panel controls accordingly. I have had many compliments about my PSK31 signal
from other operators, due in large measure to the PSK Meter.
Yaesu FT920:
Getting to be an “Older Radio” these days but it has quite a nice RX and I can get the power down
to about 100mW, depending on band. Accessories are becoming harder to come by, I was
fortunate in that the FM board was in when I purchased it and I managed to track down a 500Hz
filter some time later. For a “Shack” radio it’s a choice I’m comfortable with, until I can get my
grubby paws on an Elecraft K2!
Elecraft KX3:
This is the ultimate go anywhere HF/6 and 2 (when the 2m module starts to ship later this year)
transceiver. I got mine with all the extras and was worth every penny. Wayne and Eric, You rock.
http://www.elecraft.com/KX3/kx3.htm
Please be aware that I have no pecuniary interest whatsoever in the above mentioned purveyors of
equipment, I’m just a very satisfied customer.
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Bandpass Filters for Portable Ops
By: Terry – WAØITP

These are QRP rated 3 Pole Butterworth filters based on a design of Lew
Gordon's, K4VX, published in QST September 1988. They feature simplicity,
almost no insertion loss, and reasonable rejection on the other ham bands. They
are intended for Field Day or other portable ops where antennas are close, and
transmitters interfere with rigs on other bands. They are simple, easy to build,
inexpensive, and perform well - all good QRP characteristics.
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I tweaked Lew's inductor values to accommodate capacitors that I had on
hand. Many thnks to Jim Kortge, K8IQY, for sweeping the filters to determine
their real world performance. Notice that his spectrum analyzer plots dont look
quite as stellar as Elsie's plots. The lowest insertion loss point is noted in the
marker on the plots, and is off of the calculated qrp frequencies. And the top of
the curve is drooping down frequency rather than being horizontal. In the
lessons learned dept: Next time I'll try using trimmer capacitors, and then
peaking the filters after building them. I think these will work ok in actual
practice though, and i will give them a workout at the next multi rig portable
outing.
If your rig needs some front end help during multi-op portable operations, one
of these filters may be exactly what you need. I've created a family of 40M,
30M, and 20M versions for my portable use, and the passbands all look
similarly good. Links to documentation for all the filters are listed below.

Elsie 20M Bandpass Curve
K8IQY 20M BPF Spectrum Analyzer Plot
Elsie 20M Rejection Per Band Table
Elsie 20M Filter in an Altoids
Elsie 30M Bandpass Curve
K8IQY 30M BPF Spectrum Analyzer Plot
Elsie 30M Rejection Per Band Table
Elsie 30M Filter in an Altoids
Elsie 40M Bandpass Curve
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K8IQY 0M BPF Spectrum Analyzer Plot
Elsie 40M Rejection Per Band Table
Elsie 40M Filter in an Altoids
A family Photo
Schematic and Component Values
Typical Manhattan build in an Altoids
Downloadable Elsie file with which to experiment.
Right click and Save Link As
Save it in the same folder where you have ELSIE installed, then launch ELSIE,
choose Open Old, and then bpf_20m_3_pole_butterworth.lct.
All curves and schematics displayed here are screen captures from the student
version of Elsie, an LC filter modeling program from Tonnesoft

Joplin, MO Hamfest
August 23, 2014
(in the Heart of 4SQRP Country)
(via 4sqrp yahoo.groups reflector)
We are having a table to display Elecraft equipment. Elecraft has been very helpful and are sending
materials and t shirts.
Elecraft owners we need your help. There are 2 of us volunteers committed so far but we need more.
Many hams are interested in elecraft and would enjoy seeing and hearing about your gear. Please
help.August 23.
John Humble KB0QPM jwhumble@sbcglobal.net ph 4177826966
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FD pictures - Redmond Reservoir, near Burlington, Ks
From Bert – KØYJ
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Time to Retire
With this edition of the “Ozark QRP Banner, I am going to retire from publishing the QRP Banner.
It’s been a good run and a very special thanks to all the 4SQRP members and non-members that
have helped make the QRP Banner a written word for advancement for QRP.
This August edition of the Ozark QRP Banner, has included most of the rest of the year’s activities
the Group has on schedule.
I have been looking for a replacement editor, and so far no one has been able to accept the
position. Can’t go on forever, so like a battery, time has come. If someone would like to continue
the Banner, please contact me or Terry – WAØITP. We will help in anyway, possible.
Sadly I will miss the adventure. Thank you one and all for your support.
72/ 73....Walter Dufrain – K5EST
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2014 4SQRP 4x4 QRP Sprint
(4 hours/best 4 bands)

Date: Saturday, October 4, 2014
Time: 1700 – 2100 UTC
(Noon – 4 PM CDT)
Exchange:
Calling stations: CQ 4S de (ur-call)
4SQRP members send: RST, SPC, Member # (“579 MO Nr 2468”)
Non-4SQRP members: send: RST, SPC, power (“599 CA 1kW”)
You need to exchange all of this information for a valid contact.
Sprint rules, scoring:
1) Your power must not exceed 5 watts (Contact can be QRO)
2) Modes: CW or SSB only
3) Your four best bands out of these six: 160,80,40,20,15,10 Meters
4) Recomended frequencies: Same as for the Second Sunday Sprint –
on or about the normal QRP frequencies for each band/mode. Also
check 7122kHz and 3564 kHz.
5) Contest begins 10/4/14 at noon CDT (1700 UTC); ends at 4:00 PM
CDT (2100 UTC)
6) Each QSO with a non-4SQRP member is worth 4 points
7) Each 4SQRP member to 4SQRP member QSO (4x4) is worth 16
points.
8) If YOU are NOT a member of 4SQRP at the start of the contest, all
of your contacts are worth 4 points, subject to possible multipliers
(see below). Five Watt maximum power rule still applies.
9) Only 1 contact per station per band. Unlike the SSS, the SB portion
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of a band is considered part of the same band. E.g., 40M CW and
40 M SSB are both part of the same band (40M).
10) SB points count the same as CW
11) No CW contacts in the SB portion of the band (and obviously vice versa)
12) Only 1 transmitter on the air at a time/callsign, no multi-ops.
Bonus points/multipliers (available to members/non-members alike):
1) 80 bonus points for stations operating portable (operation remote from the shack:
permanent antennas, using emergency power – generator, battery, solar, etc). You are
eligible for this bonus only if ALL of your QSOs are made in this manner.
2) Multipliers for using 4SQRP equipment.
A. Each QWO made with a 4SQRP transmitter OR receiver is worth 50% more
than it would otherwise be worth (6 pts instead of 4, 24 pts instead of 16)
B. Each QSO made with a 4SQRP XCVR (or transmitter/receiver combo) is
worth double what it would other be worth (8pts instead of 4, 32 pts instead of
16).
C) Note that you don’t need to have ALL QSOs made with 4SQRP equipment
to apply these multipliers. Multipliers are applied on a per QSO basis.
4SQRP Receivers eligible for this bonus (1.5 multiplier) include:
NM0S Ozark Patrol and K8IQY SS-40.
4SQRP Transmitters eligible for this bonus (1.5 multiplier) include:
NM0S NS-40 and K8IQY SS-40TX
4SQRP Transceivers eligible for this bonus (2.0 multiplier) include:
NM0S Cyclone-40
NOTE: 4SQRP rigs introduced after this announcement (if any) and retired rigs (ie.,
HamCan) also count.
The bonus points have been reduced from last year to level the playing field a bit. Using
4SQRP equipment still provides a significant advantage, but (hopefully) doesn’t leave
everyone else hopelessly behind. Note, unlike last year, only your equipment is factored
into bonus points, not your contact’s. For example, if you (as a member) are using a K2
and you contact a member who is using a Cyclone-40, you get 16 points. The person
you contacted gets 32.
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Computing your score: If you feel that you may need an advanced degree in
Mathematics to compute your score, you needn’t worry. A spreadsheet is available to
tally your scores for you. Dupe sheets or other documentation is Not required. Simply
download the spreadsheet from the 4SQRP website, rename it with your call, fill it out,
and send it to me. I will do the rest.
Awards:
Scores will be tabulated and distributed via the reflector shortly after the contest is over.
The top three winners will get certificates, as follows:
First Place: This lucky winner receives a certificate suitable for framing (framing not
included).
Second and Third Place: These winners also receive certificates, but via email. If you
wish to print it using a good printer and high quality paper, it will be suitable for
framing.
72/73......John – AAØVE
Coordinator: 4x4 and SSS Sprints

Four State QRP Group
is meeting at the Country Cupboard
Restaurant in downtown Seneca, Mo. This is
one of the locations that 4SQRP folks gather.
The Country Cupboard has a nice menu and they
have a separate meeting room we can use.
The Country Cupboard restaurant is located in the first block north of the blinker light in downtown Seneca. From
Barney's, head north on Cherokee Street (that's the main street of town). Go across the railroad tracks and keep going
past the blinker light stop.
The restaurant is located at 1038 Cherokee street, on the west side of the street.
Caution: If you are headed north, do not make a left "J turn" into a parking spot. "J turns" are illegal in the downtown
area. Keep going north past the restaurant till you reach the residential area north of downtown where a "U turn" is
permitted. Make a U turn there (it's a wide street) and come back to the parking in front of the restaurant.
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Our group is an informal organization with no officers, no rules, no dues or any other things to get in the way of
having fun with QRP. We get-together monthly for lunch and the sharing of ideas and information,

parts swapping and just plain fun on our normal third Saturday of a month.

All ham radio amateurs (or prospective hams) are invited to participate.

The Four State QRP Comfortable nets meet each Wednesday night beginning at 7:30 PM CDT,
0030z.
Note: on Nov 6 we'll be on CST.
If we have to QSY, I like to move up, Wayne likes to move down, and Dick doesn't have to move
much at all.
Add anything to the exchange that you wish, temp rig, ant, etc. Checking into all sessions is
encouraged.
7:30 CDT 0030z ... 40M CW Net on 7122, KCØPMH NCS
8:00 CDT 0100z ... 80M CW Net on 3564, WAØITP NCS.
8:30 CDT 0130z ... 40M CW Net on 7122, KCØPMH NCS
9:00 CDT 0200z ... 80M PSK Net on 3580.5, NØTGR

Thursday mornings ~ 8 to 8:30am
A gathering of CW ops are having fun on

7.122 MHz
....and you are invited!

Ozark QRP
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of the Four State QRP Group and OzarkCon. www.4sqrp.com
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